
Year 3 Optional Homework Autumn Term 2020 
This term homework is linked to our Who are you calling weird? The topic includes the Stone Age and Weird Animals- which we will start after half 

term.  We have spent some time discussing the children’s interests and the kinds of things they would like to do to extend their learning at home.  Using 

the children’s ideas, we have revised the homework choices. We really hope the children will engage with these tasks and enjoy completing the activities.   

 

From the 9 tasks below, choose 4 to complete over the whole term.  There will be at least 2 weeks to complete each task, so we expect that care and 

effort is taken to complete the assignment.   Unless specified, the choice of presentation method is left to you.  The hand-in dates are as follows: 
Homework 1: Friday 9th October    Homework 2: Friday 23rd October     Homework 3: Friday 13th November     Homework 4: Friday 4th December      
 

Cave Art Story  

Can you create a story using cave art? It can 

be about anything you like but you must tell it 

through stories.  

 

 
 

 Rock Cakes 

In science we have been looking at rock types. 

Find a recipe to make some rock cakes? 

Do they have any similarities to real rocks? 

 

Amazing Animal Facts 

Research animals that live in a different 

country including their habitat, what they eat 

and any special adaptions.  Present this 

information any way you wish. This might be a 

poster, PowerPoint or a book.  

I am a Stone Age hunter/gatherer 

 

Imagine and draw yourself as a Stone Age 

person with interesting, informative labels. 

What could you be holding? Where are you 

standing? (Add a background) 

 Welcome to our new settlement! 

 

Your new settlement needs new rules to keep 

everyone happy. What rules would be really 

important for your new settlement? How do 

they compare to the charter we made in our 

class? 

 

Bug Hotel 

A very popular choice! Design/make a bug 

hotel/ insect dwelling or tree house for a 

range of creepy crawlies that live in the local 

environment. 

 
Stone Age Housing 

Research, design and make a model of a Stone 

Age house.  

 
 

Stranded 

You have been stranded in the Stone Age. 

Write a diary entry about your experience. 

Remember to include how you feel, what you 

can hear, smell, touch or see.  

  

Animal cakes/cookies  

This was the children’s idea! Make cakes with 

a weird animal theme. This could be marble 

cakes or have an animal decoration. You could 

even make animal shaped biscuits. Remember 

to write up the recipe and include instructions. 

 
 


